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SO. Introduction.
   If V is a projective variety defined over a field k, then we denote by V(k) the set of all
k-ratioRal points oR V.
   We aie iRterested in the following problem :
   Maik Problem. Find an algoritkm te calculate Y(k) for any given projeetive variety
V defined over a finite algebraic number field k.
   In general, the answer to this question should be "There exists no such algorithm"
because we have a negative answer to the following prob}em (cf. [D]) :
   Hilbert's 10-th Problem. Find an atgorithm to tell whether or not there exists
an integer solution to any give Diophantine eguation
     f(xl,...,xm) == e foT xl,...,x. EZ (f(xl,...,x,n)E Z[xl,...,x.]).
   OR tke etker kand, we k&ve the fegewiag paitial awtrmative coajec{ure, wkich almost
al} experts on Arithmetic GeometTy believe :
   Effective Mordell conjeÅëture. There would exist an algorithm to solve the Main
Problem if we restrict to the case of algebraic curves (dimV ww 1 ?.
   Hence it is natural and important to study the main problem more closely in the case
of algebraic surfaces ( dimV me 2 ). In this papeT, we shall give some problems concerning
the computability of the distribution of rational points on a}gebfaic surfaces.
gl. Wkat is aR aigeritkm ?
   Hilbert's 10-th problem
should be an a}gorithm :
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   They have discovered the notion of Turing machines, and the notion of recursive
functions :
   A Turing machine is a very simple computer, which is easy to analyze but too simple
for a practical use. We will not explain the exact definition of a Turing machine (cf. [C]).
   The definition of recursive functions is given by the following :
   Definition. The class of recursive functions is the smallest class of functions which
contains
   constant functions x - c
                           ,
   the successor function x-x+1, and
   projections (xb...,x,.)- xi (i= 1,...,m) ,
and which are stable by composition ofjunctions, recursive definitions, and minimalization
(for the definition of minimalization, see e.g. [C] or [Hi]).
   Roughly speaking, a recursive function is a function which can be constructed from
trivial functions by using recursive definitions.
   It is known that these two notions coincide. Namely, we have the following:
   Theorem. A function f : N - N is recursive if and only if there exists a Turing
machine to calculate the values of f.
   Further, logicians believe that these two equivalent notions also coincide with our vague
idea of computable functions :
   Church's hypothesis. The values of a function f : N - N can be calculated in
a finite step if and only iff is a recursive function.
   We use the expression that there is an algorithm to solve a problem if there exists
a recursive function to calculate it. Hence the following theorem gives a negative answer
to Hilbert's 10-th problem (see [D] and [D-M-R] for more details) :
   Theorem. The exists a polynomial P(t,xi,...,x.) E Z[t,xi,...,x.] such that the
function x : Z- {1,O} defined by
     X(t) = ( 6 g{hee[bt;.sXei'''',xm)=O has an integer soiution
ts not recurslve.
   Remark. We use the word that a constant c can be calculated effectively if there exists
an algorithm to calculate c. Note that this expression can be used even if we need more
memories than the number of elementary articles in the universe, and need longer time




   In the case of Algebraic Number Theory, we have such constants as the discriminant,
the regulator, the class number, e.t.c. All of them can be calculated effectively, and, in
fact, we have computer programs to calculate them. Hence most invariants in Algebraic
Number Theory is computable.
   On the other hand, in the case of Algebraic Geometry, there exist many numerical
constants which we do not know any algorithms to calculate.
   The author emphasizes that we should study the problem of calculating numerical
constants in Algebraic Geometry.
   On of the typical examples of this problem is the following :
   Example. Find an algorithm to calculate the Kodaira dimension K(V) for a given
smooth projective algebraic varieties V defined over C.
   Though this problem would be quite diMcult in general, the author thinks that we
should have an algorithm in the 2-dimensional case.
g2. 1-dimensional case (algebraic curves).
   We have fairly good knowledge in the 1-dimensional case :
   Let C be a smooth projective curve defined over an algebraic number field k. Then we
denote by g(C) the genus of C.
   If the genus g(C) = O , then C xk k is isomorphic to the projective line Pi. Further,
C itselfis isomorphic to the projective line P' if and only if C(k) l e. Furthermore, since
every such algebraic curve C can be realized as a quadratic curve in the projective plane
IE)2, by using the theory of quadratic forms, we can classify them. In particular, there exists
an algorithm to check whether or not C(k) l Åë.
   If g(C) = 1, C is an elliptic curve defined over k if and only if C(k) 7E O. Further, by
the Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (i.e. by the finiteness of the Tate - Shafarevich
group), there exists an algorithm to calculate C(k) if C(k) l Åë (cf. e.g. [Sil], p. 305). But
we do not know any algorithm to check whether or not C(k) l Åë.
   If g(C) År 1, G. Faltings proved that C(k) is a finite set (the Mordell Conjecture).
It is conjectured that there exists an algorithm to calculate C(k) (the effective Mordell
Conjecture).
   Remark. It seems that almost al1 experts in Arithmetic Geometry believe that the
effective Mordell Conjecture is true. There is even a rumor that G. Wtistoholz and other
people proved this conjecture by using the Baker method.
   Though this rumor might not be true, it is believed that a proof of the effective Mordell
Conjecture win be obtained in a near future.
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S3. 2-dimensional case (algebraic surfaces).
   Let S be an algebraic surface (a prejective 2-dimeRsioxxal algebraic variety). Then
we can (i) resolve singularities and construct a smooth model, and (ii) blow down
exceptional curves and construct a smooth minimal model. By this reason, in standard
texts of algebiaic surfaees, ait algeb;aie surfaÅíe i$ assumed to be smQotk aRd minimal.
   Well, for a give adgebraic surface S defined ever an algebraic fiumber field k, we have
an algorithm to construct a normal k-model. So, from our point of view, we may assume
that S is normal. Since the set of singularities on S is a computable k-rational finite set,
we caR b}ow up all siRgular peiRts eR S aRd cemsLruct &Ro{ker k-medel. We repeat tkis
process a finite number of times, and ean construct a smooth k-model. Hence we may
assume that S is smooth.
   New we want to blow down exceptional curves oR S. But some exceptionai curyes
may itot be defifted eve} k. ffeRce we can Ret always coRstruÅët a k-ratieRal geemetricaily
minimal model (i.e. a model which is minimal over the algebraic closure k of k). (There is
a k-rational geometrically minimal model if the Kodaira dimension of S is non-negative,
because two exceptioRal curves oR suek a suyfaÅíe S do i}ot inteisect.) Further, we haye
seTieus dirkculties to find exceptional euTves oR a given algebraic surface. Namely, it seems
that we do not know any algorithm to firmd an exceptional curve on a given surfaÅëe. Hence
the author proposes :
   Problem. Find an aigorithm to discover an exceptionai curve on a given (non-
minimal? algebraic surface.
   Remark. gfceurse, we can ask the cerrespoRding problem ift a higher dimefisiexxal case.
But the author doubts the existence of a solution in the general case. The author thinks
that this problem may have an aMrmative solutionin our case because the codimension of
exceptional curves on aR algebraic surfaÅíe is l.
g4. Abelian varieties and surfaces of general type.
   Let V be an algebraic variety defined over an algebraic number field k.
   If Y is aR ggeEan variety, tkelt She situ&tleit is similar to the case of aR elXptic curve :
   It is diMcult to check whether or not A(k) pt Åë. But if A(k) g6 e, then A(k) is a
finitely generated abelian group. Further, if the Tate Shafarevich group is finite, then we
caR effective}y calculate a generator of A(k).
   If V is of general type, then we have the following:
   Coxxjecture (Bombieri Vejta). There weuid exi$t g nen-empty epen deBse k-su5set




   Hence, if S is an algebraic surface of general type defined over k, then there would exist
a finite number of rational and elliptic curves defined over k such that the set of k-rational
points on the complement is a finite set.
   This is only a conjecture, and we do not know how to calculate these rational and
elliptic curves, and we do not know how to calculate the set of k-rational points on the
complement.
   The author hopes that there exists an algorithm to calculate al1 rational and elliptic
curves defined over k on a given algebraic surface of general type. The author doubts the
existence of an algorithm to calculate k-rational points on the complement.
S5. Proper elliptic surfaces.
   Let S be asmooth
K(S) = 1. Then S has
minimal surface defined over an algebraic number field k. VVe assume
 a structure of an elliptic surfaÅíe
T:S- C.
Here C is a smooth algebraic curve and the general fibre of T is an elliptic curve.
   Since a proper elliptic surface has only one elliptic fibering, the algebraic curve C and
the morphism T : S - C are defined over k. Hence any rational k-point s E S(k) is
contained in the fibre T-i(c) for a certain k-rational point c E C(k). Further, there exists
a one-tGone correspondence from the set of rational points on a generic fibre to the set of
k-rational sections of r. It is conjectured that these sets can be calculated.
   If the genus g(C) of the base curve C is greater than 1, then there exist only a finite
number of rational points on C. Hence we can calculate S(k) if we can prove the effective
Mordell conjecture. Hence the diMcult case is the case of g(C) == O or 1.
   Now we assume g(C) = 1 and C(k) 7E e. Hence C is an elliptic curve defined over k,
and there may exist infinitely many k-rational points on C. Let O be an origin of the
elliptic curve E.
   Remark. We can also study the case such that g(C) = O and C(k) ; e. In this case,
we have C )t Pi. But the situation becomes a bit more complicated because there are more
rational maps from algebraic curves onto Pi than rational maps from algebraic curves onto
a given elliptic curve.
   If t : C - S is a k-rational section, and if c is a k-rational point on C, then
t(C) n r'i(c) is a k-rational point on S.
   Let t : C . S be a morphism such that (T o L)(O) = O and Tot : C - C is
not a constant map. For simplicity , we call such a morphism t : C - S a multi-
section. If t : C t S is a k-rational multi-section, then O' = L(O) is a k-rationaJ
point, the image E = T(C) has a structure of an elliptic curve with O' as its origin,
and T : (E,O') - (C,O) is an k-isogeny. Hence E also contains many k-rational
points. Further, for any k-rational point c on C, t(C) n r-i(c) is a k-rational cycle on S.
Sometimes this set contains k-rational points.
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   Conversely, let E be an algebraic curve on S that is not contained in any fibre. Since
g(C) = 1, we have g(E) 2 1. It follows that either g(E) 2 2 or T induces an isogeny
r IE: E . C of elliptic curves. Hence, if JE7 is a k-rational algebraic curve contained
in S which has infinitely many k--rational points, then E is an elliptic curve defined over
k, T IE: E - C is a k-isogeny of elliptic curves, and the inverse of this isogeny is a
k--rational multi-section t : C - E - S.
  Problem.
T:S.C.
Find an algorithm to calculate the set of all multi-sections t : C-S on
   TheTe may exist other types of k-rationaJ points (i.e. k-rational points not coming
from k-rational multi-sections) on some k-rational fibres. For example, usually, there
exist more k-rational points on degenerating fibres.
   Problem. Is it true that, except a finite number offibres, aU k-rational points on a
k-- rational fibre are produced from multi-sections of T.
   Remark. This problem is base on the hope that, since the canonical bundle of a proper
elliptic surface is effective, the set of rational points on it should behaves better than other
cases. Hence the assumption that K(S) =1is essential in this problem. We note that if
K(S) = 1, then the automorphism group of the fibre space T : S - C is a finite group.
   We add one more problem :
  Problem.
multi-sections
 Normalize the height function
of T to the height zeta function
on S
of s.
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